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1 Abstract
Controller synthesis for teleoperation boils down to mak-
ing an adequate trade-off between performance and stability.
By incorporating more knowledge of the system or its inter-
acting elements, performance can be gained without com-
promising stability. Compared to 2- and 3-channel schemes,
4-channel controllers, using force and displacement signals
measured at both master and slave, are inherently more pow-
erful. However, the substantial amount of parameters in-
volved in these systems, complicates their understanding,
restraining their practical use. This document advocates the
use ofH∞ theory to take care of parameter tuning and in-
troduces methods to incorporate stability requirements and
environmental knowledge into theH∞ framework.

2 H∞ controller formulation for teleoperation
Compared to traditional controller design, the design of tele-
operation controllers is complicated by the need to guaran-
tee the performance and stability of a system that interacts
with two largely unknown dynamic elements:1) the hu-
man operator and2) the remote environment. A challenge
exists in finding an appropriate way to incorporate these
constraints in theH∞ controller synthesis. Traditionally,
H∞ theory foresees in methods to treat bounded uncertain-
ties. However in a general teleoperation setting, the only as-
sumption that is being made about the uncertainties is that
they are passive[1], which implies that their impedances be-
long to the right half complex plane. In order to reshape
these unbounded conditions towardsH∞ compatible equiv-
alents, one can reformulate the interaction between teleop-
erator and operator/environment towards a wave-variables
form. Fig.1 explains this procedure for a system with 1-
dimensional master and slave. The operator and environ-
ment are replaced by their scattering forms:Sop and Se,
for which the passivity property reads as:‖Sop‖∞ ≤ 1 and
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Figure 1: Operator/environment as structured uncertainty

‖Se‖∞ ≤ 1. The transformation matricesTm andTs are re-
sponsible for the transition towards wave variables. The gen-
eralized plantP includesTm andTs as well as the other ele-
ments pertaining to master and slave.H∞ theory allows then
to derive a controllerK that minimizes a weighted set of
performance objectiveszout and control penaltieszu in the
presence of the bounded uncertainty∆oe.

3 Introduction of operator/environment bounds.
Teleoperation controllers designed according to the pas-
sivity property tend to be conservative. By including ad-
ditional knowledge of operator/environment, performance
gains could be achieved. In [2], Hashtrudi-Zaad and Sal-
cudean showed how passive shunts can be placed around
the teleoperator toanalyze the stability of non-passive con-
trollers interacting with operator/environments with known
boundaries in impedance. The formalism of section 2 makes
it possible to use the idea of passive shunts andsynthesize
less conservative controllers withH∞ theory. Fig.2 sketches
this for the operator-side. Practically,Tm andTs are refor-
mulated towardsTop

lim andTe
lim and then inserted intoP.

(a) Scattering representation (b) Simplified notation

Figure 2: Bounds on the operator dynamics.
4 Conclusion

This paper introduced a framework to design robust 4-
channel teleoperationH∞ controllers. Further work will deal
with the practical implications of the presented approach.
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